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Finally we obtain the upper bound for Pzju, and thus Pz as 
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Group Random-Access Disciplines for 
Multi-Access Broadcast Channels 

IZHAK RUBIN, MEMBER, IEEE 

Abstmct-A group random-access (GRA) control discipline for a multi- 
access communication channel is presented and studied. A GRA scheme 
uses only certain channel time periods to allow some network termimds to 
transmit their information-hearing packets on a random-access basis. The 
channel can thus be utilized at other times to grant access to otber 
termbuds or other message types, by applying as appropriate group ran- 
dom-access, reservation, or fixed accewcontrol procedures. GRA schemes 
could also be utilized to provide channel access to various network protocol 
packets. The average packet delay under a GRA discipline is evaluated by 
a Markov ratio limit theorem. To stabilize the cbamwl, the GRA pmce- 
dure is controiled dynamically by a control policy that re&cts any newly 
miving packets witbin certain time periods. Studying the associated 
Markov decision problem, the optimal control policy is chara&rized as 
yielding a minimal average packet delay under a prescribed maximal 
packet probability of rejection. This policy is shown to be represented by a 
shgWhreshold scheme. For such a scheme, a the&old value that attains 
the minbnma probability of rejection is shown to exist and to yield a 
desirable control procedure. Performance curves are presented to demon- 
strate the delay-throughput chanwtetics induced by GRA procedures. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

W E CONSIDER a multi-access broadcast channel 
serving a network of terminals. A satellite com- 

munication channel, a radio channel in a terrestrial radio 
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network, or a communication cable link in a computer 
communication network serve as a few examples. The 
channel utilizes a repeater (such as a satellite transponder 
or a radio relay station) to enable each terminal in the 
network to communicate through the repeater with any 
other terminal [ 11. Messages transmitted by the terminals 
are directed through the channel uplink to the repeater. 
The latter then shifts the message uplink frequency-band 
into a disjoint downlink frequency-band and broadcasts 
the messages (so that each terminal can receive any signal 
reflected by the transmitter) through the downlink chan- 
nel towards the network terminals. Note that no schedul- 
ings for message downlink transmissions are required. 

We assume a synchronized structure. Thus time (refer- 
enced with respect to repeater’s time) is divided into 
fixed-length durations of r s, called slots. An appropriate 
network synchronization procedure is used to achieve 
network slot synchronization. Terminals will start trans- 
missions of messages only at times coinciding with start- 
ing times of the synchronized time slots. The channel is 
characterized by a propagation delay of Rr s or R slots. 
Propagation delays are of the order of milliseconds for 
packet radio channels and about 0.25 s for satellite chan- 
nels. Each terminal message is considered to be described 
as a packet of fixed length of p-l bits (including protocol, 
information, and parity-check bits). Information is trans- 
mitted through the channel at a rate of C bits/s. Packet 
transmission time across the channel is thus (PC)- 1 s. We 
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set 

r=(pc)-‘, (1.1) 
so that a slot duration is equal to the packet transmission 
time. 

We consider a network of k terminals. New messages 
arrive at the ith terminal, i = 1,2, - . - , k, according to a 
Poisson stream of intensity hi. The overall network 
message (or packet) arrival stream is thus a Poisson point 
process with intensity 

ii 
A= x & message/slot. 

i=l 

Upon the arrival of a new .message, a terminal will im- 
mediately try to gain access into the channel for this 
message. No terminal-buffer capacity or blocking con- 
straints are imposed. One can also consider a terminal to 
possess buffer storage for only a single message and 
subsequently to be blocked for new arrivals when oc- 
cupied. However, when the network contains a large num- 
ber of active low duty-cycle bursty terminals, the blocking 
effects would be insignificant. 

To utilize efficiently the bandwidth of such a channel 
and grant acceptable message response times to the termi- 
nals sharing this channel, one needs to apply an ap- 
propriate access-control discipline. Various access-control 
procedures employing reservation schemes have been re- 
cently studied (see [l]-[2] and references therein). Using 
these schemes, each terminal needs to transmit a reserva- 
tion packet to reserve a slot (or number of slots) for a 
newly arrived message. Assuming a decentralized control 
mechanism, each terminal (while receiving the broad- 
casted reservation packets) stores in its own queuing table 
the present state of the reservation process, being subse- 
quently able to determine its own allocation of transmis- 
sion slots. In a centralized control mode, a central con- 
troller receives all the reservation packets and subse- 
quently instructs the terminals when to transmit their 
messages. Dynamic reservation schemes, considering sin- 
gle and multipacket messages, are shown in [l] to yield 
excellent delay-throughput performance characteristics 
over the whole range of moderate to high network traffic 
intensity values. 

For low network traffic intensity values, when single- 
packet highly bursty terminal message processes are con- 
sidered, a better delay-throughput performance involving 
a much less sophisticated (distributed) access-control pro- 
cedure can be achieved by a random-access mechanism. 
The latter allows terminals to use the channel at any time 
to transmit a newly arrived packet. If, however, two or 
more packets collide, the involved messages are retrans- 
mitted following an appropriate random retransmission 
delay policy. Due to the simple distributed control 
mechanism involved with a random-access discipline, 
such a procedure can result in significant savings in 
hardware requirements (such as those involving various 
multiplexing mechanisms), protocol, and system complexi- 
ties. (See [3] and the references therein for the use of a 

random-access technique in the ALOHA computer com- 
munication system.) Furthermore, very low message-delay 
values are attained when a random-access discipline is 
utilized, provided that low enough throughput values are 
acceptable. A simple slotted random-access procedure 
called slotted ALOHA [3]-[8] is noted to allow a maximal 
throughput (channel traffic capacity) of 1 /e = 0.368 
packets/slot. Thus an average number of at most 0.368 
packets/slot will be successfully transmitted through the 
channel (compared to a channel traffic capacity of 1 
packet/slot for TDMA and reservation schemes, [l]). 
Under a slotted ALOHA (SA) procedure, each arriving 
packet is transmitted immediately at the start of the next 
following slot. Packet collisions may then occur if two or 
more packets are transmitted in the same slot. Colliding 
packets are retransmitted after a random time period. 
Clearly when uncontrolled, the number of colliding 
packets will eventually become unbounded with probabil- 
ity one. Therefore the SA channel needs to incorporate a 
flow control mechanism to avoid instabilities. 

In many cases it is desirable to dedicate only certain 
portions of the channel time frame to a family of network 
terminals wishing to share the channel (during these peri- 
ods) on a random-access basis. For that purpose, we 
present the group random access (GRA) discipline. Under 
a GRA discipline, a group of network terminals is pro- 
vided with a periodic sequence of channel-access periods, 
during which this group uses a random-access discipline 
to gain access into the channel. A packet experiencing 
collision during a certain period will be retransmitted 
during the next access period. O ther groups of network 
terminals (distinguished by their priorities, performance 
requirements, or by the statistics and nature of their 
information emitting, for example, short-interactive or 
longer long-haul messages) can share the remaining time- 
frame duration using again GRA procedures or other 
access-control techniques. 

It is many times of particular interest to use a GRA 
procedure to grant channel access to certain protocol 
packets. The latter packets are usually much shorter than 
the message packets so that low throughput values are 
acceptable. At the same time, the simple distributed-con- 
trol structure of the GRA is highly desirable. This is the 
case when reservation access-control disciplines are con- 
sidered and (shorter) reservation packets need to be trans- 
mitted by the terminals [l], [2]. The latter reservation 
packets can be assigned periodical reservation periods 
during which they use a random-access procedure to 
compete for channel access. This procedure clearly results 
in a GRA access-control mechanism, utilized by the 
family of reservation packets. 

The approximate throughput and delay-throughput per- 
formance of a regular (slotted ALOHA) random-access 
procedure has been studied (see [3]-[8] and references 
therein), assuming an approximating Markovian channel 
state process. Certain dynamic control schemes that stabi- 
lize the inherently unstable slotted ALOHA channel have 
also been investigated (by proposing certain threshold 
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control schemes, not necessarily optimal, and computing 
their performance through the associated dynamic-pro- 
gramming equation, [6], [8]). 

In this paper we present a precise study of the perfor- 
mance of a group random-access discipline and its opti- 
mal dynamic control. The channel is controlled so that 
the m inimal average message delay is attained under an 
appropriately prescribed packet probability of rejection. 
The GRA procedure is shown to yield delay-throughput 
performance characteristics comparable to those attained 
by a regular (slotted ALOHA) random-access procedure 
while providing the network designer with a much higher 
degree of flexibility in granting access to different classes 
of information and protocol messages. 

We note that our study of the GRA procedure as an 
access-control discipline for a multi-access communica- 
tion channel can be readily applied also to nonbroadcast 
channels where a central controller (or other means) is 
incorporated to provide the terminals with the relevant 
(positive or negative) acknowledgment and control infor- 
mation. 

The GRA procedure is presented in Section II where 
we also derive the characteristics of its underlying Markov 
state sequence and obtain a formula for the lim iting 
average packet delay. We note that as for an SA proce- 
dure, the GRA scheme yields a channel throughput not 
larger than e-i [packets/slot] and requires the incorpora- 
tion of a flow control mechanism to avoid unbounded 
lim iting packet delays. An optimal dynamic control policy 
for a GRA channel is characterized and studied in Section 
III. A class of binary control strategies that either accept 
or reject all new packet arrivals within each period is 
considered. It is also assumed that all colliding packets in 
one period must be retransmitted in the next period and 
that the variable representing the total number of collid- 
ing packets in a group can be observed. In many actual 
situations terminals can, however, only observe whether 
collisions have or have not occurred within a slot. It is 
nevertheless shown in Section III that a scheme using the 
latter observations will exhibit a delay-throughput perfor- 
mance similar to that obtained by a corresponding scheme 
using the former observations. 

It is shown in Section III that the solution to an 
associated Markov decision problem induces the optimal 
GRA control function that yields the m inimal average 
packet delay under a prescribed maximal value of proba- 
bility of rejection. The optimal GRA control strategy is 
then shown to involve a single-threshold control scheme. 
The latter accepts or rejects all new packet arrivals in a 
period depending on whether the overall number of colli- 
sions in the previous period is, respectively, below or 
above the scheme threshold. Performance curves for an 
optimally controlled GRA channel are then presented. 
The appropriate preferable structure (threshold values) for 
a GRA channel controller is subsequently noted. The 
controlled GRA channel is observed to exhibit low packet 
delays over the whole range of acceptable network traffic 
intensities (or reiection probabilities). 

II. THE GROUP RANDOM-ACCESS DISCIPLINE 

Network Performance Measures 

We consider a synchronized multi-access broadcast 
communication channel of capacity C bits/s, a slot dura- 
tion of r s, and propagation deJay of R slots. The channel 
serves a large community of M  terminals generating new 
messages according to a Poisson stream of intensity X 
message/slot. Each message is considered to be a packet 
of fixed length of p-i bits. The packet transmission time 
is set to be equal to the slot duration r = ( PC)-‘. 

The performance of an access-control discipline applied 
to this channel is assessed in terms of the following 
measures. A performance indicator of major importance is 
the steady-state average packet waiting-time function E 
The latter can be expressed as the lim it (when it exists) 

~=~~IIIIN-~E 5 w, 
+ 1 1 

(2.1) 
n=l 

where W, denotes the waiting-time of the nth message in 
the system. This waiting time, expressed in terms of num- 
ber of slots, is measured from the instant the packet is 
transmitted by its terminal to the instant the packet is 
successfully transmitted. The overall steady-state average 
message delay D includes also single-slot and R-slot dura- 
tions to account for the transmission time and propaga- 
tion delay, respectively, associated with a successful 
packet transmission. We thus have 

D=w+R+l. (2.2) 
A successful packet transmission will occur if the packet is 
the only one being transmitted in its slot, while packet 
collisions occur if more than a single pa_cket is being 
transmitted in the same slot. Denoting by Si the number 
of successful transmissions in the ith slot, ii = 0, 1, i > 1, 
the channel throughput is given by 

s= N”“, N-‘E 
i I 

5 $ (2.3) -+ i=l 

expressing the channel output rate (i.e., the lim iting 
average number of successful packets/slot). 

Incorporating a control function to stabilize the GRA 
channel, certain packets will be denied access and be (at 
least temporarily) rejected. The probability PR indicating 
the probability of packet rejection will thus serve as 
another index of performance. Note that if access (event- 
ual successful transmission) is then provided to all nonre- 
jetted (accepted) packets, we will have 

s=A(l-P,). (2.4) 

The Access Control Procedure 

The regular slotted ALOHA (SA) random-access disci- 
pline operates as follows. 

Protocol (SA Discipline): A newly arrived packet is 
transmitted by its terminal at the start of the next slot. A 
racket transmission (or retransmission) that collides with 
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other packet transmissions is retransmitted by its terminal. 
The retransmission slot is chosen according to a uniform 
distribution over the L slots following the reception of the 
broadcasted collision (i.e., R slots after the transmission of 
the latter colliding packet). Each packet is retransmitted, 
governed by the latter random retransmission delay proce- 
dure, until it is successfully transmitted (avoiding any 
collisions). cl 

For delay-throughput analysis of a broadcast channel 
under the SA scheme, the reader is referred to [3]-[a]. In 
particular, we note that channel throughput under a SA 
procedure is not larger than e-t [packets/slot]. Further- 
more, the admission of packets into the system needs to 
be controlled to avoid unbounded (limiting) packet de- 
lays. 

To present the group random-access (GRA) procedure, 
we identify first the sequence of periods {B,,n > I}, 
during which the group of terminals under consideration 
are allowed to contend for channel access. The nth period 
B,, is assumed to contain K successive channel slots K > 1 
and thus be of duration Kr s. The distance between B,, 
and B,,+,, measured in terms of the number of slots 
following B,, and preceding B,, + ,, can be taken to be given 
by any fixed number of slots not smaller than the propa- 
gation delay R. We assume in the following analysis the 
latter distance to be equal to P, P > R, for any n, n > 1. 

If N groups of terminals are set to utilize the whole 
channel capacity, each using a GRA procedure, channel 
time is decomposed into the union of N such periodic 
sequences {B,?, nZ1, l<i<N},sothatB,(‘)isfollowed 
by B,“+ ‘I, i < N, and B,(“) by Bz:’ 1, n > 1. The ith group of 
terminals with an overall traffic rate X(9 uses the channel 
only during periods {B,(“, n > I} and thus does not inter- 
fere with the transmissions of any other group of termi- 
nals. Since the performance characteristics are then the 
same for any group of terminals, except for possibly 
varying values of h, R, P, and K, we need to study the 
performance of only a single group of terminals that we 
assume to have an overall traffic intensity X and to emit 
newly arriving packets following Poisson statistics only 
within the sequence of periods {B,,, n 2 1 }. Thus we let A,, 
denote the number of new packets arriving during the nth 
period B, and note that {A,, n > l} is a sequence of i.i.d. 
random variables governed by a Poisson distribution 

P(A, =j) = (KAy(‘!)-’ exp (- KX), j=o, 42; * * . 

(2.5) 
Note that we can alternatively assume new packets to 

arrive at any time, following Poisson statistics with rate X, 
[packets/slot]. These packets are still served on a GRA 
basis and can therefore utilize only periods (B,,, n > I} for 
transmissions. In this case we can assume that all packets 
arriving during time interval T,, defined as the time epoch 
including the P slots that precede B,, will be uniformly 
distributed for transmission within B,,. Subsequently, the 
sequence {A,} of new arrivals within {B,} is still an i.i.d. 
sequence of Poisson random variables governed by dis- 
tribution (2.5) with KA replaced by (P+ K)A, or just A 

replaced by (1 +P/K)X,. We note that packets arriving 
outside a period B,, will need to be stored in their terminal 
buffers prior to their transmission in a B,, period. (Or just 
lock their terminal upon arrival, when terminals contain- 
ing only single packet buffers are considered, Model (2.5) 
is then still appropriate for large enough M.) The latter 
storage times will result with an additional packet delay 
component expressing the packet waiting time from 
arrival until first transmission. This extra delay term is not 
included in the following analysis but can be ap- 
propriately added. 

Considering henceforth the above-mentioned arrival 
patterns allowing new packets to arrive only within a B,, 
period, the GRA scheme operates as follows. 

Protocol (GRA Discipline): 
1) Newly arrived packets are transmitted in the next 

slot if admitted by the network control procedure. 
O therwise these packets are rejected. 

2) Packets colliding within B,, are retransmitted within 
B n+l, II Z  1, at a slot determined by a uniform dis- 
tri bution over [ 1, K]. 

3) Each packet is transmitted and retransmitted until 
successfully transmitted or until rejected from the 
network by the network control procedure. 

We note that steps 1) and 3) in the GRA protocol 
incorporate the possibility of packet rejection control to 
yield finite packet average delay times as noted for the SA 
scheme. The related optimal control analysis will be pre- 
sented in the next section. We will present in this section a 
few basic characteristics of the GRA scheme. 

We let N,, R,,, and S,, denote the numbers of transmis- 
sions, colhsions, and successful transmissions, respec- 
tively, within the nth period B,. The corresponding num- 
bers within the ith slot of the nth period are denoted by 
N,c’), R,?, and S,‘“, respectively. We thus have 

R,, = j$l N,o”Z( N,o” a 2), 

s,= 5 Z(N,o’)= l), 
j=l 

N n+,=R,+A,+,=S,+,+R,+,, 

(2.6) 

(2.8) 
where Z(A) is the indicator function associated with event 
A, so that Z(A) = 1 if A occurs and Z(A)=0 otherwise. 

The GRA channel state process can be represented as a 
vector Markov chain Z= {Z,, n > l} over the space $K 
where g denotes the set of nonnegative integers, 

and AZ1 and T,‘” denote the number of new arrivals and 
retransmissions, respectively, allocated to the itb slot 
within B,,, n > 1, 1 < i < K. The transition probability func- 
tion of 2, is obtained as follows. We note that, in the 
absence of input control, the arrival variables { A$i 1} are 
statistically independent of 2, and are characterized by 
(2.5). The variables { T$(‘!,} depend on 2, only through 
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Fig. 1. Transition R,,+R,+, for Markov state chain R associated with 
GRA discipline. 

R,, which is given by (2.6) as 

R,=&, , j=, O’) (2.9a) 

where for each j, j= 1,2; * * ,K, 

R;’ = N,O’)Z( N,o” > 2) (2.9b) 
and 

jq)= T;)+Ap (2.9~) 

for n > 1. Since the position of a retransmission is de- 
termined by a uniform distribution over [ 1, K] we find 
{ T,‘ii , } to be governed by the multinomial distribution 

P{T,(‘!,= ni, 1 gi(KIR,=j}=gj’K)(n,,...,n,) 

The GRA channel throughput s, expressing the average 
number of successful transmissions/slot, is given by (2.3) 
with si replaced by K -IS,,. Noting that xax < 
e-‘[ln(a-‘)I-‘, for x >O, a < 1, and using (2.3), (2.13), we 
obtain s to be upper bounded as 

1 1 2 1 GK. (2.14) 
“e (K-l)ln[l+(K-1)-l] e 

It is noted that the maximal value of E { S,,, ,IN,+ ,} is 
attained at N,, i = N,*+ ,, where N,*+ i is given by the 
integer part of {ln[l +(K- l)-‘I}-‘. Note also that N,*,, 
> K - 1. The function GK is very close to 1 for any K > 2 
and .G,+l as K+oo. We note that actual GRA schemes 
(see Figs. l-5) practically attain s=(l/e)G,=l/e. We 
have thus proved the following result. 

Theorem 1: The throughput of a GRA scheme with K 
slot periods is upper bounded by (l/e)G&l/e). 

We note that in deriving the above maximal throughput 
bound in (2.14), we have only utilized the uniform distrib- 
ution associated with allocating retransmissions and the 
conditional distribution of new arrivals. Otherwise, the 
distribution of A, can be chosen arbitrarily and need not 
be a Poisson distribution. 

To note the evolution of the mean number of period 
collisions, we incorporate (2.13) into relation (2.8). We 
then obtain for n> 1, noting that N,,+2=An+2+Nn+l- 
S fl+1, 

E  {~,+2l~,+I}-~,+l=E(A,+*)-~,+l l- $ 
( 1 

N.+1- 1 

9 

and therefore 
(2.15a) 

= j! 
n,!* * * (‘r !n,! K (2.10) E(N,+,)- E(N,+,)= E(A,+,)- E (N,,,( l- +)%+I-‘}. 

where O<n,<j, i=l,2;**, K, ZF= r n, = j. Equations (2.5), 
(2.9) and (2.10) thus yield the transition probability func- 
tion for the Markov state chain 2. One observes that Z,,, , 
depends on Z,, only through R,,. In particular, we note 
that R = {R,, n > 1} is a Markov chain over the space of 
nonnegative integers 4 with a transition probability func- 
tion expressed through (2.9), (2.10). A flow diagram indi- 
cating the transition R,,+R,,+ , is shown in Fig. 1. 

The maximal throughput of a GRA channel is upper 
bounded as follows. The throughput variable S,, + , is given 
by 

S .+F~,z(m=*). (2.11) 

By the multinomial distribution (2.10) and distribution 
(2.5) we conclude that N,$, ((2.9~)) is governed by a 
binomial distribution given N,, + , = A,, , + R,,, 1 <k <K: 

where 0 < i <j, j > 0. Hence by (2.11), (2.12), we obtain 

E(S,+,)= E[ N,+,( I- +)“+‘-‘I. (2.13) 

(2.15b) 

Also,sinceR,,+,=R,,+A,+,-S,,+,,wehaveforn>l 

E(R,+,)=E { (R.+A.+,)[ +-~)4+r.‘,-ll). 

(2.16) 
Note in (2.15) that as the total number of period transmis- 
sions N,,, i increases the throughput rapidly decreases and 
subsequently 

It can be verified that under an uncontrolled GRA 
access-control procedure (as for the SA procedure), the 
underlying channel state sequences are transient, yielding 
an unbounded lim iting average packet delay (D= w= 
co). To stabilize the GRA channel, we are assuming the 
incorporation of a control function that rejects new 
packet arrivals within certain periods. This control func- 
tion is characterized by the binary control variables { U,, 
n > 1 }, defined as follows. The 0- 1 control variable U, 
will be determined causally by the past values of 
{(R,,, U,)}. The variable U,,, n > 1, is set equal to 1 if all 
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R,(i), Roti) 
A 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Fig. 2. Curves G(i) versus i, with parameter A where &((i)=&(,(i) for h=O, for K= 12. 

new arrivals during the nth period are to be rejected. It is 
set equal to 0 if no packets are rejected during the nth 
period. The variables { U,, n > 1} are directly incorporated 
in (2.9), (2.10) to determine the transition probability 
functions of the GRA state process, as shown in Fig. 1. In 
particular, the control variables induce the controlled 
arrival variables @=(l- UJA,?, n > 1, j= 1,2; * * ,K, 
and 

rather constant value within 0 < i < 2K. For large i, R,(i) 
wi, as lim,, i-‘&(i)= 1. We further observe that R,,(i) 
- E,(i)= KA for i > K and that 

KX(l-e-‘)=&(O)<&(i)<i+Kh. (2.19) 
By setting A = 0 in (2.19), we also note that 

A”= $a,. 
j=] O ’) 

When the charmel is controlled, (2.11)-(2.16) still apply if 
we replace the arrival variable A,, by the controlled arrival 
variable i,,. In particular, we obtain from (2.16) the condi- 
tional means of R,,+ 1, 

0 < R,(i) < i. (2.20) 
The lower bound in (2.19) clearly specifies the average 
number of collisions among newly arriving packets during 
any period. 

Packet Delay Analysis 

T(i) g E {R,,+,/R,,=i, U,,+,=j> (2.17) 

where i > 0, j=O, 1, given by the following proposition. 
Proposition I: For a GRA scheme, we have for i > 0 

The computation of the average packet waiting time (or 
similarly the distribution or any other moment of its 
waiting time) is now presented following the procedure 
used in [ I] and briefly summarized as follows. We assume 
that an appropriate control function U, = U(e) is chosen 
so that the Markov state sequences Z and R are irreduc- 
ible positive-recurrent. The transition probability func- 
tions and stationary distributions of Z and R are denoted 
by { Pz(b?}, {TAO}, and {PA&A}, { rRITR(0), respectively. 
We set N(Z,,Z, + r) as the number of newly admitted 
packets in B,, conditioned on (Z,, Z,, ,). We let 
W(Z,, Z, + i) denote the sum of the waiting-time compo- 
nents of all packets transmitted during B,, given 
(Zn,Zn+ ,). The waiting-time component of such a packet 
is zero if the packet is successfully transmitted in B,, and 
otherwise equal to the number of slots between the 
packet’s instants of transmission in B,, and retransmission 
in B,,,. The functions N(a) and W( -) are time-homoge- 
neous functions of (Zn,Zn+ ,), n > 1. Considering nonde- 
generate controls that yield a packet rejection probability 
(P,J less than one, we have 

IT,(i)=i[ I-(I-J-)i-‘1, (2.18a) 

and 

(2.18b) 

Proof (2.18a) follows from (2.16) when we set A,, , 
= 0. Equation (2.18b) is obtained by evaluating the ex- 
pectation in (2.16) with A,,+, governed by a Poisson 
distribution with mean Kh and setting R,, = i. cl 

Functions &(i) and El(i) given by (2.18) are shown in 
Fig. 2. Note that Ei(i)=&(i), i > 0, for X=0. For any 
A> 0, we observe R,(i) to be a monotonically increasing 
function of i with a slope monotonically increasing to a 
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with probability one. Subsequently we can write 

j,K 
lim  ~ = 

N+ca N 
lim  

M+cc 2 N(Z,,Z,+,) ’ 
II=’ 

with probability one. We now apply a Markov ratio lim it 
theorem (see [9, p. 9 1, Th. 1] and [ 11) to the vector Markov 
chain {Y,, n> 1} where Yn={Zn,Zn+,}. The latter is an 
irreducible positive-recurrent Markov chain with the 
stationary distribution {n(Q)}, where 7~(i,j) = ~z(~Pz(i,~). 
We conclude that 

WC E[ ~Kl~zn+ ,)I 
q wG~zn+l)l 

(2.22) 

where The Optimal Control Problem 
E[ W(Z,,,Z,+ ,)I = x W(iddii) 

ii 

E[ N(Z,,Z,+ ,I] = x N(kjb(Li). 
iJ 

For the controlled GRA channel we have 

NZ,z2+1)=A” 
and 

(2.23) 

The dynamics of the GRA channel, governed by con- 
trol sequence { U,, n > 1 }, are described in Fig. 1 and 
(2.8)-(2.10) in terms of the underlying state sequence Z. 
Assuming the Markov chain {(R,, U,), n > 1 } to be irre- 
ducible positive-recurrent as is the case for all our applica- 
tions of interest, the stationary probabilities of the latter 
chain have been noted to determine the major indices of 
performance. The average packet waiting time m  is the 
first measure of performance of interest. It is given by 
(2.27), thus depending on the latter Markov chain only 
through K and throughput s. The second measure of 
performance of interest here is the probability of packet 
rejection PR, directly related to the channel throughput s 
by (2.4). We wish to obtain the control sequence U= { U,,, 
n Z 1 } that will yield the m inimum value of packet 
average waiting time (or delay), while providing an ap- 
propriate prescribed value of packet rejection probability 
PR (or channel throughput s). 

+[T,(T,+2T,(&+... +(K- l)T,f:),]. (2.24) 

The first term in (2.24) presents the overall delay of 
packets colliding in B,, from their instants of collision to 
the instant of termination of B,. The second term, PR,, 
expresses the overall delay of the R,, packets colliding in 
B,, over the P slots between B,, and B,, + i. The third term 
yields the overall delay of these R, packets between the 
starting instant of B,, 1 and the following instants of 
retransmissions of these packets. 

In equilibrium (applying probability measure r(i,J), 
assuming the controlled channel to serve (eventually 
successfully_ transmit) all admitted packets, we have 
limn+- E(A,) = limn+oo E(S,) and therefore 

E {N&-J,+,)}= )I& E(S,)=fi. (2.25) 

Also by symmetry, since arriving and retransmitting 
packets are uniformly distributed over B,,, we obtain 

E(RLi))= E(T,(‘))= K-‘E(R,). (2.26) 
Using (2.23)-(2.26) we obtain by (2.22) the formula for 
computing the lim iting average packet waiting time m  in 
a GRA channel in terms of the steady-state means of {R,, 
n > 1} and {S,,, n > 1}, E and fi, respectively. 

Theorem 2: For a controlled GRA channel represented 
by an irreducible positive-recurrent state sequence Z, the 
lim iting average packet waiting time w is given by 

v=[P+K]&, (2.27) 

where 

RA =(&)-‘R=(G)-’ ,lim m  E(R,). (2.28) 

We note that & represents the average number of 
retransmissions/admitted packet. Eq. (2.27) thus indicates 
that a retransmitted packet experiences an average delay 
of P+ K slots for each of its retransmissions as expected. 
A procedure for the optimal control of a GRA channel 
incorporating both packet average time delay and proba- 
bility of rejection as indices of performance is developed 
and studied in the next section. 

111. OPTIMAL DYNAMIC CONTROL OF A GRA 
CHANNEL 

Note that rejected packets can be assumed to be lost or 
to try again to access the channel following an ap- 
propriate random delay. The latter is then assumed to 
follow an exponential distribution so that the point pro- 
cess of new arrivals is still a Poisson process. (This process 
will still have intensity X if we consider a network with a 
large number of small terminals, each blocked until its 
stored packet is successfully transmitted.) Since the proba- 
bility PR for most applications will be very small (see 
latter curves), the precise rejection-reenter mechanism is 
not important for the present analysis. 

Assuming causal observations of the controlled channel 
state sequence Z are available to the controller U, only 
Markov sequence {(R,, U,), II > 1} needs to be causally 
observed since measures m  and PR are considered. (In 
many actual situations only the variable indicating 
whether collisions occur in a slot and not the number of 
collisions occurring there can be observed. We will note 
later in this section that a scheme using the former ob- 
servations exhibits a performance very similar to that 
obtained when the latter observations are assumed.) The 
set of admissible control functions %  is not constrained 
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and includes all deterministic and randomized binary 
functions operating on all past observations of {(R,,, UJ}. 
Thus the control variable operating at the nth period U, is 
expressed in terms of a function f,( -), where U, = 
f,Wl,,,- ,, ul,,- d, R,,,, = {R,,,, *< m < n}, u,,, = { u,,,, 1 < 
m < n}, and U, E (0, I}. (Note, however, that only binary 
control functions are considered and that all rejected 
packets are required to retransmit in the next period by 
the GRA protocol.) Since only finite average packet de- 
lays are of interest, we need to consider only the subset of 
control disciplines ‘?LE c ‘?L that result in a positive-recur- 
rent controlled Markov chain {R,, n > 1} with finite mean 
if< co where 

E= ,,lima E(R,)= Jimm N-‘E (34 + 

and a packet probability of rejection PR given by 

PR= Jirnm N-‘E (3.2) -9 
The countable number of feasible control functions 

u E %s induce the set qp, of values of attainable rejection 
probabilities. Thus 

G?‘,={p:p=P,(u),uEG2L,} (3.3) 
where PR(u) denotes the rejection probability resulting 
under control function s. The minimal attainable rejection 
probability is given by 

Pjj=inf{p:pEYR}. (3.4) 
G iven any maximal allowable value of rejection probabil- 
ity PR, PR > Pi, we wish to obtain the minimal attainable 
average packet waiting time p(PR), given by 

W*(P,)= ,in& { W(u):P,(u)< PR} (3.5) E 
where F(u) denotes the average packet waiting time ob- 
tained when control function u is used. An optimal con- 
trol function attaining waiting time m*(P,) and yielding 
rejection probability equal to at most PR is denoted by 
**(P,>- 

To obtain points on the optimal delay-throughput curve 
of (3.5) as PR varies between Pj and 1, we can in turn 
derive the function +& /3), as /I varies in [0, oo) where 

Alternatively since w is given by (2.27) we can derive a 
function C&(P) given by 

where /3 > 0 and &(u) denotes the limiting average num- 
ber of retransmissions (3.1) under control function u. 
G iven p, let u$ denote a control function attaining the 
minimum at (3.7). We have thus obtained the following 
result. 

Proposition 2: For a GRA channel, points on curve 
h( /?) of (3.7), /3 > 0, correspond to points on the delay- 

throughput curve v*(PJ of (3.5) PR > Pi. Thus for each 
P ao, 

where 

(3.9) 
so that 

(3.10) 

and 1 >Pi(p)>Pj$ 

Proof: For each fixed p > 0, the solution up* to (3.6) 
yields v*(P,) of (3.5) for PR= P,(u,*), since by (3.6) 
control function u,$ attains the minimal average waiting- 
time value w(u), considering all control functions u yield- 
ing P,(u)=c,(u$) (for example, see [17, p. 220,TJ. 11). By 
(2.27) for W, we note that w depends on R and-P! 
(through s, see (2.4)). Therefore, for any given PR, W IS 
minimized if and only if the corresponding R is mini- 
mized. Hence curve h(p) yields curve +,+,(p) and the 
corresponding points on curve w*(PR). 0 

Proposition 2 indicates that for each fixed p, a solution 
to minimization problem (3.7) will yield the minimal delay 
value w*(P,) under the corresponding probability of 
rejection PR given by (3.9). As p increases, a solution to 
(3.7) will represent a scheme with a nonincreasing rejec- 
tion probability Pi( /?) and a nondecreasing average wait- 
ing-time function p*( /?) = w<r#. It is readily noted that 
for a high enough /I value, the solution to (3.7) yields the 
minimal rejection probability Pi. For p =O, this solution 
induces PR = 1. Thus as /3 varies, the solutions to (3.7) 
yield points on the curve W*(P,) and the corresponding 
optimal schemes at PR values (3.9). For all practical 
purposes, the latter values generally represent a dense 
enough set of rejection probabilities in [Pj, 11. Note also 
the role of p in (3.6) as a penalty cost for packet rejec- 
tions. Thus (3.6) could have been specified as the primary 
objective function. 

The optimal control problem (3.5) has thus been repre- 
sented in the form of a Markov decision problem (3.7) 
described as follows. The stochastic process {R,, n > 1} 
with state-space S = Ll = (0, 1,2,. . . } is controlled by the 
binary control sequence { U,,, n > 1 }, U,, E A = (0, 1 }. At 
time n corresponding to the end of the nth period B,,, state 
R, is observed and an action (or control) U,,,, = 
f(R,,,, U,,,) is taken. Subsequently a cost C(R,, U,,,,) is 
incurred, and the next state of the process is chosen 
according to transition probabilities { P,( U,, + J}. Thus the 
controlled process {R,,, n > 1} transition probability func- 
tion satisfies 

P (4, , =jlR,,,,, u,,,,,R, = i, U,,,, = a} = Pv(a) 
(3.11) 

where a E A = (0, 1 }. Under an expected average cost 
criterion (for example, [lo]-[12]), an admissible control 
function us ‘?LE is chosen to minimize the long-run ex- 
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petted average cost/unit time. For control policy u, the 
associated cost function is then given by 

&(i) = limsup N -‘E, 
N-+m ( 

i, wn~ U,+,P, =+ 

(3.12) 

for i E 9, where E, indicates that the conditional expecta- 
tion given u is used. A control function u* is said to be 
average cost optimal if 

+rtG> = *I$$ 4m for all i. (3.13) 
E 

Incorporating (3.1), (3.2) in (3.7), we obtain 

(3.14) 
since Z(U,= 1)= U,,, n > 1. Comparing (3.14) with (3.12), 
(3.13), we deduce the following result. 

Proposition 3: The optimal control policy us yielding 
(pR( /3) for a GRA channel, for any /3 > 0, is an average 
cost optimal control policy for the Markov decision pro- 
cess {CR,, u,J, n 2 *>, under the long-run expected average 
cost/unit time measure (3.12) with an associated cost 
function C(R,,, U,,, J given by 

WW4n+,~=R,+PL,. (3.15) 
Results from Markov decision theory are incorporated 

in the following analysis to obtain the structure of optimal 
policy up*, under cost measure (3.12) and cost function 
(3.15). Note from (3.15) that following the nth period B,, 
when R, is observed and policy U,,, 1 E (0, 1 } is chosen, 
the associated cost function is given by their linear combi- 
nation weighted by p, C(R,,, U,,, ,) = R,, + PU,,, 1. 

A particularly important subclass of control disciplines 
is the class ‘?LS c %  of stationary control policies. A con- 
trol function u is said to be stationary if it is nonran- 
domized and described by a mapping f( *) : S +A, so that 
U n+ I =f(Rn). Th us under a stationary control function, 
the control U, + 1 depends only on the recent observation 
R,,. Such a control procedure is clearly easily implement- 
able. We note that, under a stationary control function 
f(e), the controlled process {R,,, n > 1} becomes a Markov 
chain with the transition probability functions { Pv(f( s))}. 

It will be useful in the following analysis to consider the 
above optimal control problem for {(R,, U,), n > 1 } under 
an expected total discounted cost measure. The latter is 
given for a control policy u by 

VU(i) = lim  sup EM 
i 

2 @C(Rn, U,+,)IR,=i 
N+CO n=l I 

(3.16) 

for i > 0 and a discount factor (Y l (0,l). We let 

K(i)= ,‘E”fgt v,(i), i>O (3.17) 

denote the m inimal expected discounted cost function. A 

control policy u* is said to be a-optimal if 
V,.(i) = V,(i), foralli>O. (3.18) 

The Optimal Control Policy 

We wish to derive and characterize the optimal control 
policy I$ for the Markov decision process ((4, U,), n > 
1} under cost measure (3.14) or (3.12), (3.15). We note 
that the corresponding cost values become unbounded for 
control u 4 QE. At the same time, the simple control 
function ui E Gu, that rejects all arrivals clearly yields 
PR(uI)= 1, x(u,)=O, and subsequently 

~~*(i)=~,(P)(~“,(i)=P. (3.19) 

Therefore the search for an optimal control policy can be 
reduced to subclass QE. The same conclusion will be 
observed to hold under cost measure V,(i) when (Y is 
taken to be close enough to 1. 

We will first establish that an optimal policy u$ in fact 
exists and that it is a stationary policy. The structure of 
the optimal policy will then be characterized. For that 
purpose we first consider the cr-discounted cost problem 
(3.17) and subsequently study the characteristics of the 
a-optimal policies. The policy obtained as a lim it of the 
a-optimal policies is then shown to yield the desired 
optimal control function us*. 

It is well known that a stationary a-optimal policy 
up*(a) for (3.17) exists whenever cost function C(e) is 
bounded (see [lo], [ 161). However, for our problem R, and 
therefore C(e) are unbounded. It has, however, been 
shown in [12] that an optimal stationary (deterministic) 
policy for the a-discounted cost problem exists if the 
following conditions are met. The existence is required of 
an integer m  > 1, a real-valued function g( -) on 5 with 
g(x) > 1, for all x E S , and a real number b > 0 such that 

L= ;E! (I ~2; C(x,a)lg(x)-“) < 00 (3.20) 

and for allx, n=l,2;*.,m, 

We now verify that conditions (3.20), (3.21) hold for our 
problem and subsequently deduce the following result. 

Lemma I: For a controlled GRA channel, an optimal 
control policy u;(a) exists and is stationary for the a-dis- 
counted cost problem (3.17) where (I[ ~(0,l). The m inimal 
discounted cost V,(i) is the unique solution to 

the functional equation of dynamic programming. Fur- 
thermore, u;(a) is the policy that selects an action m ini- 
m izing the right side of (3.22) for each i > 0. 

Proof: The results follow by [12], once conditions 
(3.20), (3.21) are verified. For that purpose, we choose 
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g(i)=max(i, 1) for i> 0, m= 1 and obtain 

verifying (3.20). For (3.21), we obtain 

for i > 0, using the upper bound (2.19). cl 
It follows from Lemma 1 (see [12]) that the optimal 

discounted cost V,(i) can be computed by the policy 
improvement algorithm presented in Corollary 1. (See [ 131 
for discussions concerning policy computations using a 
policy improvement algorithm.) 

Corollary I: For a GRA channel, the a-discounted 
minimum cost function V,(i), i > 0, is given by 

V,(i)= JiLi V,(i,n) (3.23) 

The slope function A,(a) = K+ I(a) - @a) first increases 
monotonically as i increases to a value greater than 1. 
Then for large i the slope function decreases monotoni- 
cally to its asymptotic value of 1; lim,,,i-‘&(a)= 1. 
Therefore the slope c in approximation (3.26) actually 
varies with i. Using (3.26) to compute V,(i,n) from the 
recursion (3.24), we note that V,(i,n) depends linearly on 
i. Then (3.26) can be reapplied in (3.24) to obtain V,(i, n + 
1) from { V&n), j > O}. We find that V,(i,n) is given for 
UC< 1 by 

V,(i,n)=A(i,cqn)+ 3 a[ p- D(a,c,n)] (3.27a) 

where 

D(qc,n)= ad2 1 -(N)n-l 
l-arc ’ n > 2. (3.27b) 

Consider now the set of states {i : i > 2K). We have 
noted above that A,(a) > 1 for i > K and a = 0,l. Further- 
more, 

PJa) =O, forj< i- K, i> K, a=O, 1, (3.28) 

since at most K- 1 successful transmissions can occur 
where V,(i,O) = 0 for i a 0 and V,(i, n + 1) for n > 0 are when more than K transmissions are attempted. Therefore 
computed from the recursion in carrying iteration (3.24) under assumption (3.26), we 

V,(i,n+l)= min ( i+b+a,To V,(.hn)P~~a)). 
can incorporate the observation that 

UE{O,l) 
(3.29) 

(3.24) 
2 Rj(aP&)= jai2Kfl RjbP&) 

j>O 

We can now proceed to study the average cost problem, when i > 2K. Consequently, in evaluating V,(i,n) by (3.24) 
using the results in Lemma 1 and Corollary 1. for i > 2K, only functions {&(a), j > K} are involved. 

Theorem 3: For a GRA channel, an optimal control 
Since the latter functions have a slope larger than one, we 

policy a$ exists and is stationary, yielding a minimum cost 
conclude that D((~,c)=lirn~+~ D((~,c,n) becomes arbitr- 

(p,.(i) = &( /?) =&(O) independent of i, i > 0, satisfying 
arily large for (r close enough to 1; subsequently [ p - 
D(a,c)] becomes negative, resulting in an optimal control 

&(p)=c#J”*(i)= lili (1-a)V,(i)= ;nJ (I-a)VJO). function satisfying the following property. 
Lemma 2: For a GRA channel and for any p > 0, 

(3.25) there exists an integer M< cc such that the a-discounted 
Proof See Appendix. optimal stationary control u~((Y, i) satisfies 

Theorem 3 shows that an optimal control policy ui I&i)= 1 (3.30a) 
exists and can be chosen to be a stationary control func- 
tion, denoted by us(i), i>O. Furthermore the optimal 
control scheme can be obtained by solving for the a-dis- 
counted optimal scheme, using the recursion (3.24) and 
then letting ar+l. We will use this procedure to establish 
the structure of the optimal scheme. Its performance func- 
tion is then computed using the results presented in Sec- 
tion II. 

We will not present the tedious algebraic details related 
to performing the iteration procedure (3.24) but will indi- 
cate the relevant associated results. To illustrate and ex- 
plain the results, we assume first that &(a), a=O, 1, given 
by (2.18) can be approximated by a straight line: 

@a)=ci+d,+d,(l-a) (3.26) 
where a=O,l, i>O, and c>O, d,>O, and d, are ap- 
propriate constants. We note by (2.18) and Fig. 2 that, for 
i > K, (3.26) yields an excellent approximation to &(a). 

for i 2 M and for all (Y such that 1 > a > afl for some yp. 
The stationary optimal control policy up(i) similarly satis- 
fies 

up(i)= 1, 

Furthermore, M < 2 K. 

for i > M. (3.3Ob) 

For 0 < i < 2K, the appropriate corresponding slope c 
increases monotonically from a small value, so that 
D((~,c,n) is replaced by a function D(a,i,n) that is in- 
creasing monotonically in i. Thus letting n-+co, the recur- 
sion (3.24) yields a function V,(i) given by 

V,(i)=A(i,a)+ a% a[ /3- D(a,i)]. (3.3 1) 

The function D(a,i) is increasing monotonically in i for 
i < M, where M is an appropriate finite integer. For i > M 
and any /I > 0, we have 

D(K i> > P, forcr>olp,i>M, (3.32) 
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for some oB close enough to 1 so that 

lim  D&i) < co, c-i+1 
if and only if i < M . (3.33) 

Properties (3.32), (3.33) are incorporated in Lemma 2. 
Using expressions (3.31)-(3.33), we can thus deduce the 
character of the optimal control policy as summarized in 
Theorem 4. 

Theorem 4: For p 2 0, the optimal control function us* 
attaining &( p) is characterized as a single-threshold con- 
trol function u;(i) given by 

$(i>=di-KdP))= 
i 

1, if i>K,(P) 
o 9 if i<K(P) (3.34) 

1 

where u,( .) is the unit-step function. The threshold K,(p) 
satisfies 

where 

O<&(B)< M , for PO <P <Pm,, 
K,(P)=M, for P WL, 
K,(P)=09 for /3 < PO (3.35) 

,&ax= F: % ,M- 1) (3.36a) 

&=KA[ l-exp(-X)] (3.36b) 

and M  < 2K is the integer appearing in Lemma 2. 

Proof: (3.34) follows by (3.31) from the monotonicity 
of D(a,i) for i< M , and from (3.32) or (3.33) for i 2 M . 
These relationships also yield (3.35) for /3 > &,. To prove 
K,( p)=O for p < PO, so that up*(i) = 1 for each i, we note 
that if c,(a) denotes the sum of the average costs over the 
nth and (n + 1)st periods when U,, = a, then 

c,(O)-c,(l)>&+>0 
since & expresses the average number of collisions during 
a period due to new arrivals. Therefore we attain +R( p) = 
/3 by rejecting all transmissions, and K,( p) = 0. cl 

Theorem 4 characterizes the stationary optimal control 
policy u;(i) as a simple single-threshold scheme. (It is 
readily shown to yield a positive-recurrent Markov chain.) 
For /3 < PO, the optimal scheme rejects all arrivals yielding 
a packet rejection probability PR equal to one, and thus 
an average waiting time w=O. As p is increased, the 
threshold K,( /?) of the associated optimal single-threshold 
scheme increases, yielding lower values of PR, the m inimal 
R, and the corresponding m inimal average packet waiting 
time w. However, there is a saturation effect. If p exceeds 
P max, the same optimal single-threshold scheme is ob- 
tained with threshold K,( /3) = M . The latter scheme yields 
a packet rejection probability PR = Pi that is clearly equal 
to the m inimal attainable PR value. Using Proposition 2, 
the optimal control scheme has thus been shown to be 
governed by the following characteristics. 

Corolhy 2: For a GRA channel, there exists a 
stationary optimal control scheme $,(i)Jhat solves (3.7) 
for any /3 > 0 and yields the m inimal R and F values 
under a corresponding prescribed maximal packet rejec- 

tion-probability p where Pi < p = P,($) < 1. Such a 
scheme assumes a single-threshold structure given by 

ti,(i) = I 1, ifi>k(p) 
0, ifi<k(p). 

(3.37) 

The-threshold k(p) increases monotonically from & 1) = 0 
to K(P$ = M  as p is decreased from 1 to Pi. The rejec- 
tion probability Pi attained by the single-threshold 
scheme with threshold M  is the m inimum attainable such 
probability for optimization problem (3.5). 

It is interesting to observe that as the threshold K of 
single-threshold scheme (3.37) is increased from 0 to M , 
the packet rejection probability and average waiting time 
are respectively decreased and increased. However, a fur- 
ther increase of the threshold above M  in such a scheme 
only increases PR while also increasing w and should 
therefore be avoided. This phenomenon is explained by 
noting that for such a scheme with a threshold higher than 
M , the time gained to threshold upcrossing is more than 
offset by the extra time required for threshold downcross- 
ing. 

Performance Results 

The performance curve v*(PJ of the optimal single- 
threshold scheme can now be computed using (2.27), 
(2.28) with the control function (3.37) incorporated in 
Fig. 1 to yield the necessary statistics (s and K). The latter 
have been computed by a straightforward simulation of 
the Markov chain {R,,, n > l} under the control function 
(3.37). The resulting performance curves are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4 for K= 12 and in Figs. 5 and 6 for K=9. In 
both cases, we set R = P= 12. Average packet delay (D) 
versus packet probability of rejection (PJ curves are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 5. For a fixed value of X, X= 
0.2,0.3,0.4, we note the variation of D versus PR as the 
threshold K, of a single-threshold scheme is increased 
from K, = 3 to K, =30. The characteristics of the optimal 
schemes as stated in Theorem 3 are well demonstrated in 
these figures. The m inimal probability of rejection for the 
GRA channel with K= 12 is effectively zero for X= 
0.1,0.2. Also P~=O.O04 for X=0.3 and Pi=O.114 for 
X=0.4. For K=9, P,0=0.002 for X=0.3, Pi=O.l for X= 
0.4, and Pi is very small for X < 0.2. (Note that as the 
Markov chain simulation is run for a large but finite 
number of slots, no threshold crossings would occur for 
low X values and high K, values, thus accounting for the 
form of the curves shown for low h values.) For K= 12, 
the m inimal PR values (P,“) are attained at thresholds 
K, = 16 and K, = 12 for A=0.3 and X=0.4, respectively. 
For K= 9, the thresholds attaining Pi are K, = 18 and 
K, ~9 for X=0.3 and A=0.4, respectively. It can be noted 
that a scheme with a threshold K, = K yields an excellent 
D versus PR performance over the whole range of network 
traffic intensities (including generally any h with 0 Q h < 
0.4) yielding a rejection probability not higher than PR 2 
0.1. We further note that a threshold value K, = M  yield- 
ing a m inimal probability of rejection would not cause an 
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Fig. 3. Delay versus probability of rejection curves for GFU channel  
with K=R =P= 12  under  single-threshold control scheme with 
threshold K,. Constant -A qurves with parameter K, and  perfor- 
mance points o for scheme C with threshold K2 and  points A for 
scheme-C2 for X = 0.3. 
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Fig. 4. Delay versus throughput curves for GRA channel  with K= R = 
P= 12  under  single-threshold schemes with threshold K, and  parame- 
ter A. Constant -A curves for h=,0.3 (. . .) and  A=0.4 (----), and  
performance points A for scheme C with threshold K2 = 3. 
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Fig. 5. Delay versus probability of rejection curves for GRA channel  
with K=9, R= P= 12, under  single-threshold scheme with threshold 
K,. Constant h  curves with parameter K,. 
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parameter A and  constant -A curves for h=0.3 (----) and  X=0.4 , (..*I. 
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average packet delay much higher than a threshold value 
yielding a much higher PR value. Therefore it is generally 
preferable to assign a threshold value of K, =M to the 
GRA channel controller. For example, for K= 12, X=0.3, 
and threshold values K, =3,6,12, we obtain PR values of 
PR = 0.162,0.062,0.01 and delay values of D = 22,25,29 
slots, respectively. 

The associated delay (D) versus throughput curves are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 6. Note that for K= 12, the maximal 
throughput value of s= e -’ is attained at X=0.8 by a 
scheme with threshold K, =6, yielding therefore (at this 
traffic value) a rejection probability value of PR = l- 
(Ae))‘-0.54. For K=9, s=e-i is attained at h=0.6 by a 
scheme with K, = 7, yielding PR = 1 - (Ae)- ’ ~0.39. It is 
noted that over the practical throughput range 0 <s < 0.3, 
the average packet delay varies slowly and nearly linearly 
fromD=13(=R+l)ats=O,viaD=20ats=0.2,toonly 
D = 25 at s = 0.3, at both K = 12 and K = 9 GRA schemes 
and any threshold value K, with 3 <K, <K. 

Other Control Schemes for a GRA Channel 

When the GRA discipline is governed by a distributed 
control procedure applied over a broadcast channel, the 
process {R,,, n > I} often cannot be observed by the 
individual terminals. The terminals generally can only 
observe in each slot whether a successful transmission or a 
collision has occurred. In the latter case, the terminal 
obtains no information about the number of collisions 
involved. Thus the process observed by each terminal is 
given by {(S,, C,), n > l}, where S,, denotes the number of 
successful transmissions within the nth group B,, and C,, 
gives the total number of slots in B,, experiencing colli- 
sions, given by 

G = j$l c,o” = j$ I(Ap > 2) (3.38) 

for n > 1 where {iv,?} is given by (2.9~). Note that 
{(S,, C,), n > I} is not a Markov chain. An optimal con- 
trol procedure incorporating the latter observation chain 
can be developed in a manner similar to that presented 
above. However, because the special character of the 
underlying state sequence, we can readily make the 
following observations. 

Note that R,, > 2C,,. Within the range of acceptable 
packet delay values we further expect each collision to 
involve an average number of transmissions that is very 
close to 2 and lower than 3. Thus we should have R,,mrC,, 
within this range, with r=2. When R,, > rC,, the number 
of group collisions rapidly increases, and therefore higher 
and generally unacceptable packet delay values -are ob- 
tained. Therefore, estimating {R,, n > l} by {R,, = rC,, 
n > l}, we can employ the optimal single-threshold 
scheme developed above. The latter scheme denoted by C 
now uses observations of {C,,, n 2 l} and a threshold K2. 
We thus expect this scheme to exhibit a delay-throughput 
curve very close to that obtained by the optimal scheme 

that uses {R,,} observations and threshold K, andzerves 
as a lower bound to the performance curve of C with 
K,= r-‘K,. 

Performance points for a single-threshold scheme e are 
shown in Figs. 3, 4 for K= R = P = 12. The results com- 
pletely verify the ab?ve observations. The optimal perfor- 
mance points for C all lie on the lower-bound perfor- 
mance curves for the scheme using {R,,} observations. 
Furthermore, the scheme C with threshold K,= K,/2 at- 
tains performance curves very close to those obtained by 
the optimal scheme using {R,,} observations and a 
threshold Kl < M . However, when the latter scheme has 
utilized a threshold K, > M , we note that scheme C would 
utilize a threshold K, > 2 Kl. The latter situation represents 
a range of undesirable threshold values since schemes 
using lower threshold values yield lower packet delays 
under the same PR values (see Fig. 3). We thus conclude 
that a single-threshold scheme using {C,} observations 
operates as well as the optimal single-threshold scheme 
using {R,,} observations within the acceptable range of 
D-P, values. 

The methods presented and used in this paper can be 
applied to study a variety of other related GRA access- 
control disciplines. For example, in certain applications 
we m ight wish to reject certain colliding packets rather 
than new transmissions. We can thus study a GIU 
scheme with a 0- 1 control function { U,,} that uses {R,} 
or {C,} observations and rejects at appropriate times all 
collisions within the corresponding period. The perfor- 
mance analysis for such a scheme follows that presented 
in Sections II and III. In particular, we can note that the 
associated Markov decision problem involves now the 
cost function C(R,, U,) = R,J 1 + RU,]. The resulting sin- 
gle-threshold scheme denoted by C, is rapidly shown to 
have similar performance characteristics to those indi- 
cated in Theorem 4 and Corollary 2. Performance points 
for a C, scheme for A=0.3, K= R = P = 12 are shown in 
Fig. 3. The average packet delay value here incorporates 
both successful and rejected transmissions. We note that 
this scheme yields lower packet delay values at higher 
rejection probabilities (PR > 0.05) when compared with 
the previous scheme. For rejection probabilities 0.014 < PR 
< 0.05, comparable packet delays are attained by both 
schemes. Scheme C,, however, yields a m inimal probabil- 
ity of rejection Pi=O.O14, while the previous scheme 
yields Pi = 0.004. The latter is thus preferable at lower PR 
values. 

We also note that the delay-throughput performance 
curves presented here for a controlled GRA channel are 
similar to the corresponding curves obtained under a 
controlled SA procedure. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented and studied group random-access 
control disciplines for a multi-access communication 
channel. A GRA scheme uses only certain channel time 
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periods during which some network terminals attempt to 
transmit their information-bearing packets on  a  random- 
access basis. The  channel can thus be  utilized at other 
times to grant access to other terminals or message types. 

To  stabilize the GRA channel, an  appropriate dynamic 
control procedure is applied. The  state of the underlying 
channel state sequence is observed by each terminal, and  
accordingly within certain periods no  new transmissions 
are allowed. During these periods, newly arriving packets 
are thus rejected. The  performance of a  dynamically con- 
trolled GRA channel is characterized in terms of the 
average packet delay (D) and  the packet probability of 
rejection (PR) or the network throughput(s). The  optimal 
control policy is derived yielding the m inimal average 
packet delay under  a  prescribed maximal rejection proba- 
bility. This policy is characterized by studying the 
associated Markov decision process. The  resulting con- 
troller emp loys a  single threshold K, with which the recent 
number  of period collisions is compared. Subsequently 
new packets in the present period are either accepted or 
rejected. A Markov ratio lim it theorem is used to evaluate 
the packet average waiting time  function. 

The  performance results presented here demonstrate the 
low packet delays obtained under  a  GRA channel over 
the whole acceptable range of traffic intensities. W e  fur- 
ther note that a  controller using a  threshold value Kl = M  
yielding the m inimal probability of rejection is many 
times a  good choice. Furthermore, if only the sequence 
{C,, n  > l} indicating the number  of colliding slots within 
a  group can be  observed as is generally the case for 
distributed control broadcast channels, we have ,shown 
that a  corresponding single-threshold scheme C with 
threshold K z m  K,/2 yields a  nearly optimal delay- 
throughput performance. O ther control schemes are noted 
to be  governed by similar characteristics and  analyzed 
using similar methods. As for a  slotted-ALOHA (SA) 
random-access procedure, the GRA scheme is shown to 
allow a  maximal throughput of e  - ‘. W e  also note the 
delay-throughput characteristics of a  controlled GRA 
channel to be  similar to those of an  appropriately con- 
trolled SA channel. A GRA access-control procedure, 
however, allows for a  much higher degree of dynamic and 
efficient utilization of a  mu lti-access channel that utilizes 
integrated random-access, reservation, and  fixed access- 
control procedures [ l],[ 181, or utilizes the GRA scheme 
only to provide channel access to certain protocol packets. 

z’%PPENDIX 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3  

The proof uses Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 and follows a 
similar procedure to that used in [14]. Considering the cu-dis- 
counted cost problem, we readily verify (noting that uz yields a 
positive-recurrent controlled chain) that 

- hm (l-cr)V,(i)= lim (1-a)V,(O). (Al) 
a+1 a+1 

Furthermore, using (3.24), we will observe that there exists a 
stationary policy li and an increasing sequence {cr,,} with (mtl 
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such that 
- 

d%(G= pm w-%)KJ~) @a  

for all i > 0. By an Abelian theorem (see [ 141, [ 151) and condi- 
tions (3.20), (3.21) for i > 0 and u E %, we obtain 

$~~(i) > lim (1 -a) V,(i). (43) 
at1 

Therefore, from relations (Al)-(A3) and the sequence { LY,} used 
in (A2), we conclude that for any u E %  and i >  0  we have 

$49 > 4~ (9 = +i (0) (A4) 
~RRo=4b*(~)=hm (A5) 

Ilj=i (‘46) 

More explicitly, we will note (see Lemma 2) that by iterating 
(3.24) and observing the resulting policies that, for a large 
enough value of (Y, (Y > ~ys, the stationary optimal control func- 
tion up*(o) = li, is such that u,(i) = 1 for any i greater than some 
finite integer M. Therefore we can choose a sequence {a,,} with 
aat1 yielding a stationary control policy u,$(‘yn) = li for each n 
where ri is the scheme derived from t& as cs--+l. Therefore using 
(A3)weobtainforuE%andi>O 

h.(i)Z k% (1-4V;(i,4=$+2;(4 (A7) 

where the equality in (A7) follows from an Abelian theorem 
([ 151) stating that 

Therefore I$ = ti. 

ill 

PI 

131 

[41 

PI 

PI 

171 

PI 
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Some Recent Results on Characterizations of 
Measures of Information Related to Coding 

JANOS ACZl?L 

Abstracr-Essential properties of entropies and other measures of infor- 
mation are arrived at on tbe basii of the noiseless coding theore* source 
entropies, and Huffmau code-s (and also on the basis of forecast@ and 
experiments). Conversely, characterhtion theorems are given based on 
these properties. some of the most hportant are shaMon’s inequality, 
boundedness on au interval, submdditivity, additivity, brauddng, and ex- 
pansibility. Also entropies of mixed probabilistic and nonprobabilistic 
character and convex f-divergences are mentioned, among others. Some 
unsolved problems are stated. 

T HE CONVERSE to the noiseless coding theorem for 
average codeword lengths 

N N 

Ix pknk 2 - x Pk lo!& Pk = H(p), 
k=l k=l 

’ 
(1) 

where the x, are the message letters, their probabilities 
pk =p(xk) add up to one, the n, are their codeword lengths 
in a uniquely decipherable code, D is the number of 
symbols in the code alphabet, and H is the Shannon 
entropy, is a consequence of the Shannon inequaliv 

&k l"gqk< %k l"gPk (2) 
wherep,>O, q,>O, and ~p,=&=l. 

The direct, or positive, portion of the noiseless coding 
theorem states that for any pk > 0 (or pk > 0, k = 
1,2; * * ,N) with Zp, = 1 there exists a uniquely decipher- 
able code such that 

(3) 
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If L-tuples of messages are coded and pL denotes the 
average codeword length per message, then (3) can be 
improved to 

~ 
L 

< H(PL) -++<H(P)++. L (4) 

This is a consequence of the subadditivity property 

WPQ)<H(P)+H(Q) (5) 
where P is as above, 

’ 

where xiny. means that the first message is xi and the 
second uj, x2 n x,? means that the first message is xi and 
the second xi, and P” is interpreted similarly. Since the 
conditional entropy may be defined by 

H(QlP)=H(PQ)-H(P), 
inequality (5) implies 

H(Qlf'><H(Q)- 
More generally, 

H(P,P,P,~~~P,)=H(P,)+H(P,~P,)+H(P,(P,P,)+~~~ 

+H(p~I&p2+**p~-,) (6) 

and 

H(Q Ip1p2. ..Pj)<H(QlP,P,...Pj_,). (7) 
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